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Abstract  
Morphological and hemodynamic parameters have been suggested to affect the 
rupture of cerebral aneurysms, but detailed mechanisms of rupture are poorly 
understood. The purpose of our study is to determine criteria for predicting the risk of 
aneurysm rupture, which is critical for improved patient management. Existing 
aneurysm hemodynamics studies generally evaluate limited geometries or Reynolds 
numbers (Re), which are difficult to apply to a wide range of patient-specific cases. We 
focused on the association between hemodynamic characteristics and morphology. We 
assessed several two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) idealized and 
physiological geometries to characterize the hemodynamic landscape between flow 
patterns. The impact of morphology on velocity and wall shear stress (WSS) profiles 
were evaluated. We found that slight changes in aneurysm geometry or Re result in 
significant changes in the hemodynamic and WSS profiles. Our systematic mapping 
and non-dimensional analysis qualitatively identify hemodynamic conditions that may 
predispose aneurysms to rupture. 
 
Keywords— wall shear stress, Aneurysm geometry, flow patterns, hemodynamics, 
computational fluid dynamics 
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Introduction 
Weak areas in the walls of the vasculature can expand to form blood-filled sacs, 
or aneurysms.1,2 Aneurysms pose a major health risk; approximately 30,000 cerebral 
aneurysms rupture annually in the US, commonly causing subarachnoid hemorrhage.3  
Predictions of aneurysm growth and rupture may be achieved by understanding the fluid 
and solid mechanics of blood flow and vessel structure, respectively.  In this study, we 
use numerical methods to study flow patterns in several aneurysm geometries whose 
significance has been suggested by clinical studies. 
Numerical simulations, computational fluid dynamic (CFD) models, and 
geometric analyses are among the many approaches taken to study the 
pathophysiology of aneurysms. Several hypotheses have been made that link geometric 
factors to aneurysm rupture. For example, studies on the influence of aneurysm 
morphology (size, aspect ratio, and height-width ratio) on rupture have suggested that 
the ruptured aneurysms had higher maximum height and aspect ratio.4-7 Fan et al. 
performed CFD analysis on 16 patients with bifurcation mirror aneurysms.5 Their 
analysis showed that aspect ratio was in excellent agreement with their statistical data 
on ruptured and unruptured cases. Other key parameters including the size and height-
width ratio are also effective indicators of bifurcation aneurysm rupture. Zhang et al. 
identified 20 patients with intracranial aneurysm pairs on the same-side of the anterior 
circulation but with different rupture status.6 Their morphological factor analysis 
suggested that the ruptured aneurysms more often had significantly higher maximum 
height and aspect ratio.   
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However, the rupture of small aneurysms has also been reported. Aneurysm 
morphology alone is therefore not a reliable factor for prediction of aneurysm rupture 
risk.4 Cebral et al. evaluated the risk of rupture in patient-specific aneurysm geometries 
using a CFD model based on three-dimensional (3D) angiographs of patients. It was 
determined that complex flows, small impingement regions, and narrow inflow jets were 
characteristic of ruptured aneurysms.4,8  A correlation between an elliptical shape factor 
and wall shear stress (WSS) indicated an increased susceptibility to rupture.9 We 
extend this idea by describing the hemodynamic phenomena (i.e. WSS, approximate 
flow fields) that arise due to changes in aneurysm geometries identified as significant in 
previous studies. Several idealized 2D and 3D aneurysm geometries with different 
height-width (HA/WA) ratios of the aneurysm and neck width-parent vessel width 
(WN/WP) ratio were constructed. In addition, two Computed Tomography Angiographic 
(CTA) images of intracranial aneurysms in different growth stages were applied to 
reconstruct realistic 3D geometries.10 Our study provides the context for evaluating 
physiologically relevant hemodynamic properties on a large scale. We show how the 
results of 2D simulations can inform more accurate 3D simulations, and we point out the 
overlap between those cases. We applied COMSOL for 2D idealized geometries. 
However, HARVEY was used for 3D geometries. A key advantage of HARVEY is that it 
is parallel, which allows the pulsatile blood flow in 3D idealized geometries to be 
simulated on the order of 5-10 hours and 3D complex geometries to be simulated in 2-3 
days. We highlight the use of HARVEY as a way to solve patient-specific cases with 
improved accuracy. 
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We observe flow pattern transition boundaries as a function of geometry and 
Reynolds number (Re). We also note that recent single-phase and two phase 3D flow 
studies involving T-junction geometries have highlighted flow transitions including 
regions of closed streamlines internal to the flow at sufficiently large Re (typical values 
are a few hundred).11 Particles in the flow can be trapped in these regions.12 These 
hydrodynamic features indicate that flow features important to physiologically relevant 
geometries remain poorly characterized.   
It is clear from this brief survey that many unanswered questions remain for 
elucidating the link between hemodynamic features, aneurysm geometry, and aneurysm 
rupture. Though it is generally accepted that hemodynamics is important in 
understanding the fate of aneurysms, most studies focus on a limited number of 
geometries and flow rates, which does not allow extension of the conclusions to a wide 
range of aneurysms.  We probe the relationship of aneurysm geometry to flow patterns 
using non-dimensional terms, which allows for broad application of our data to patient-
specific aneurysms. Our findings show that flow characteristics are sensitive to changes 
in geometry and Re.  Because WSS has previously been implicated in aneurysm growth 
and rupture, we evaluated how the shear stress at the aneurysm wall relates to 
differences in geometry.13 Moreover, we show changes in the hemodynamic factors 
during the cardiac cycle. Our systematic evaluation of aneurysm hemodynamics may be 
useful in correlating common features amongst computational investigations that focus 
on patient-specific data.  
 
Materials and methods 
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Aneurysm modeling 
CTA images of the geometry of two different sizes of aneurysm growth stages 
are shown in Figures 1ai and 1aii.10 In particular, 2D and 3D idealized geometries of a 
basilar artery aneurysm were constructed based on the CTA images. COMSOL 3.3 and 
5.1 Multiphysics FEM software were applied to generate the 2D and 3D geometries, 
respectively. Mimics software (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) was used to extract the 
centerlines of the 3D geometries and Meshlab was applied to convert the files to the 
compatible form for the CFD code used in the present study. 
 The 2D and 3D idealized aneurysm geometries were categorized by their height-
width (HA/WA) and neck-parent (WN/WP) ratios.  A schematic of the idealized, 2D 
centered aneurysm model is shown in Figure 1b.  Physiological widths for the parent 
(entrance channel) and daughter vessels (branching or bifurcating channels) are 4 mm 
and 3 mm, respectively.14  We set the lengths of the parent and daughter vessels at 30 
and 13 mm, respectively. 
In all geometries, the arterial walls are assumed as rigid and the blood behavior 
through cerebral arteries is considered Newtonian. The flow is characterized by the 
dimensionless Re (Eq. 1). 
η
ρ uW
P=Re  (1), 
where  is the density taken as 1060 kg/m3, WP is the width of the parent vessel, u  is 
the mean velocity, and  is the fluid viscosity taken as 3 cP. The physiological Re 
values of 150 and 300 are used in 3D aneurysms.15 In addition, the Womersley number 
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(Wo), relating pulsatile to viscous effects, was calculated for pulsatile flows and is 
defined in Eq. 2:  
 = 2π		/T		 (2), 
where T is the period of the waveform calculated based on the heart rate.16 
Flow patterns were evaluated for aneurysm geometries centered on a bifurcating 
vessel, offset from a bifurcating vessel, and located on a sidewall vessel.  Figures 1c 
and 1d show representative images for sidewall and offset aneurysms, respectively. 
Table 1 depicts the heights and widths of all aneurysm geometries used in the 2D 
simulations. For each 2D flow map, eleven Re (0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 
300, 500) and four WN/WP ratios (0.25, 0.5, 1, and 1.5) were analyzed. Flow maps were 
created for HA/WA ratios of 1, 1.25, 1.5, and 1.75 (176 simulations in total). The 3D 
simulations (12 total) spanned two Re (150 and 300), Wo of 5.96, and six WN/WP ratios 
(0.2, 0.25, 0.4, 0.5, 1, and 1.5). For the CTA cases (2 simulations), the HA/WA is 
approximately 1 for both cases and WN/WP is approximately 1.9 for model 1 (Wo of 5) 
and 1.3 for model 2 (Wo of 7.15). 
Computational modeling 
For idealized 2D models, the Navier-Stokes (Eq. 3) and continuity (Eq. 4) 
equations were solved using the COMSOL 3.3 Multiphysics FEM software: 
  +  ∙ ∇ = −∇ + ∇
 (3) 
∇ ∙  = 0 (4), 
where p is the pressure and u is the velocity vector. The geometries were resolved with 
a fine mesh with a minimum of 7,400 elements (Figure 1e).  Finer meshes were used at 
the region of the aneurysm and the corners.  The convergence was examined through 
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the streamlines and WSS profiles by using several mesh sizes. Additionally, WSS 
profiles were calculated along the aneurysm boundary arc length for varying HA/WA and 
Re (100 and 400).  
We applied HARVEY,17-19 a massively parallel computational fluid dynamics 
code, which implements the lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) for simulations of flow in 
3D (realistic and idealized) geometries. LBM is a deterministic, mesoscopic alternative 
approach to numerically solve the Navier-Stokes equations governing fluid flows. LBM 
represents a fluid flow by a probability distribution function f of particles, which move at 
discrete velocities around a fixed Cartesian lattice instead of solving directly for velocity 
and pressure. Discretizing space and velocity with a fixed Cartesian lattice, LBM models 
the fluid with a particle distribution function fi(, t), which denotes the probability of 
finding a particle at time t and lattice point  with the discrete velocity . The lattice 
Boltzmann equation governs the time evolution of f:  
 +  ,  +   − ,   = −ω,   − #$,   (5) 
The local equilibrium #$(x,t) is the second-order expansion of the local Maxwellian-
Boltzmann distribution.18  HARVEY’s implementation of LBM makes use of the standard 
D3Q19 (the three-dimensional 19 velocity lattice) velocity discretization and the single 
relaxation time (or BGK) collision kernel %. We chose the convention D3Q19 previously 
described due to the isotropy of the lattice.20 D3Q19 has proven to be more accurate 
and stable than the D3Q15 model, and D3Q19 has been shown to be accurate for the 
flow regimes encountered in this paper.21,22 More information about HARVEY may be 
found in 23, but a few details regarding the implementation in HARVEY are described 
here. A no-slip boundary condition is enforced on the rigid vessel walls by the halfway 
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bounce-back method while finite difference boundary conditions are used at the inlets 
and outlets.24 To compute the WSS vector τˆ, the stress tensor σαβ is computed from the 
non-equilibrium distribution &#$ (,t) = (fi (,t) − 
#$
 (,t). As in Stahl et al.,25 the 
outward normal vector nˆ is estimated and the WSS vector components computed as: 
'( = )*+,+^ − ,+^).+,.^,*^ (6) 
τa is applied to compute transverse WSS using the time independent version of the 
definition in Peiffer et al.26 Further details about the numerical implementation, 
parallelization, and scaling of HARVEY can be found in 17-19. Simulations were 
conducted with HARVEY at 100 µm resolution (time step of 0.000058). We chose to use 
the parallel HARVEY application because it enabled such high-resolution flows in 
complex 3D aneurysm geometries on the order of days as opposed to weeks for series 
applications. Near-optimal scaling efficiency has been demonstrated with HARVEY up 
to 1.6 million cores.19 Parallel efficiency is required to make 3D flow tractable. The data 
was then extracted for the purpose of WSS quantification. A Matlab code (Matlab 
R2016a) was applied to calculate the histogram for WSS.  
Boundary conditions 
Simulations were performed under steady and pulsatile inflow conditions. For 
pulsatile flow simulations, a time-dependent physiological velocity waveform was 
applied at the inlet of 3D aneurysms,27 and pulsatile inflow continued for 5 cardiac 
cycles (5 s). For steady flow simulations, a constant inflow rate consistent with the 
specified Re was applied at the inlet of idealized 2D and 3D models. A zero pressure 
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was set at the outlets. The steady inflow continued until the system reached steady 
state.  In all models, the no slip condition was applied at the wall. 
 
Results 
2D Intra-arterial flow patterns 
We created 2D flow maps by plotting a range of WN/WP versus Re for multiple 
WN/WP and HA/WA values and qualitatively demarcate the transitions between 
streamline patterns. Mapping of the distinct flow patterns defined common 
characteristics that appear as a function of Re and geometry. Six characteristic flow 
patterns (Figure 2) were found commonly upon altering the aneurysm geometry (HA/WA, 
WN/WP) and Re in centered aneurysms. These patterns were distinguished qualitatively 
by having symmetrical (Figure 2a) and asymmetrical (Figure 2b) streamline patterns.  
The patterns showed the formation of eddies (Figures 2ai, 2bi), penetrating bifurcating 
jets (Figure 2aii, 2bii), and penetrating bifurcating jets with eddies (Figures 2aiii, 2biii).   
We graphically depict flow patterns for constant HA/WA as a function of WN/WP 
versus Re for centered and sidewall aneurysms. Representative images of the 
aneurysm geometry are placed at the bottom of the centered aneurysm graphs for 
visualization of WN/WP.  Flow asymmetry is relative to the midpoint line of the aneurysm 
centered on the aneurysm neck. The physiologically relevant Re range is located 
between the dashed lines. For HA/WA=0.5 in centered aneurysms (Suppl. Figure S1a), 
we observed a combination of penetrating bifurcating jets and eddies at low WN/WP and 
Re (0.2<WN/WP<0.5 and Re<150).  Beyond this regime, only penetrating bifurcating jets 
were seen. Spherical aneurysms (HA/WA=1, Figure 3a) resulted in the presence of 
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eddies at low Re (<100) and low WN/WP (<0.5). Penetrating bifurcating jets with eddies 
were found at intermediate values of Re (100<Re<300) for WN/WP<0.5 and at low Re 
for WN/WP>0.5.  Asymmetric bifurcating jets dominated at large Re for HA/WA=1.  
Mappings of HA/WA=1.5 had similar profiles to the results for HA/WA=1 (Suppl. Figure 
S1b). When HA/WA=1.75 (Suppl. Figure S1c), the appearance of asymmetric eddies at 
low WN/WP was approximately independent of Re. Bifurcating jets with eddies existed 
beyond WN/WP>0.5 but only below physiologically relevant Re (100<Re<400).  
Asymmetric bifurcating jets with eddies were observed for physiological Re over a large 
range of WN/WP (0.4<WN/WP<1.5). In addition, all flows were symmetric for the range of 
Re considered (0<Re<500) in the 2D idealized model of the patient angiogram (HA/WA, 
WN/WP=1). We determined that although the angles of the arms were not perpendicular 
to the parent vessel, the transition from penetrating bifurcating jets with eddies to 
bifurcating jets at Re=50 was similar to the results shown on Figure 3a. 
Over the entire range of HA/WA, asymmetric flows dominated flow patterns in 
sidewall aneurysms.  The characteristic asymmetric flows consisted of penetrating jets 
with eddies (Figure 2ci), eddies (Figure 2cii), or layered eddies (Figure 2ciii).  For 
HA/WA=0.5 (Suppl. Figure S2a), asymmetric eddies dominated the map except for a 
small area of penetrating jets with eddies below physiological Re (Re<10).  Similarly, 
HA/WA=1 (Figure 3b) predominantly had asymmetric eddies with an area of eddies 
(WN/WP<0.2 and 0<Re<150) and an area of penetrating jets with eddies at low Re and 
WN/WP (Re<150 and 0.22<WN/WP<0.5).  The mappings of HA/WA=1.5 (Suppl. Figure 
S2b) are similar to graphs for HA/WA=1; however, asymmetric layered eddies appear in 
the HA/WA=1.5 flow map over 0<Re<500 at all WN/WP ratios. As HA/WA was increased 
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to 1.75 (Suppl. Figure S2c), the area on the map of single eddies increased and was 
independent of Re for WN/WP<0.5. An area of penetrating jets with eddies existed for 
low Re (Re<150) and intermediate WN/WP values (0.5<WN/WP<1).  Asymmetric layered 
eddies dominated over a large range of Re (0<Re<500) at WN/WP>0.4. 
 We also studied flow patterns that arise in aneurysms offset from the inflow 
(Figure 1d).  The characteristic flows in this geometry consisted of eddies, penetrating 
jets, and penetrating jets with eddies (Suppl. Figure S3a).  For HA/WA=0.5 (Suppl. 
Figure S3b), two types of flows were observed: penetrating jets with eddies at low 
WN/WP and penetrating jets when WN/WP>0.5. When HA/WA=1, the flow map was 
dominated by penetrating jets with eddies except for a region of penetrating jets below 
physiological Re, 0<Re<60, and WN/WP>1 (Suppl. Figure S3c). The mappings of 
HA/WA= 1.5 were similar to graphs for HA/WA=1.75 (Suppl. Figure S3d), which displayed 
penetrating jets with eddies, except for a region of eddies at low Re (0<Re<50) and 
WN/WP (0.2<WN/WP<1) (Suppl. Figure S3e). 
 
Hemodynamic Characteristics in 3D models 
Idealized models of aneurysm with steady flow through arteries 
We present streamlines in 3D idealized aneurysm models in Figure 4. Figures 
4a-h presents the front and side view of streamlines for symmetric aneurysms, and 
Figures 4i-l demonstrates the front view of streamlines for sidewall aneurysms over a 
range of HA/WA (1-1.75), WN/WP (0.25-1.5), and Re (150-300). The streamlines show 
the formation of eddies in symmetric models (Figures 4b, d, e, f, h), penetrating 
bifurcating jets (Figure 4a,b), and penetrating bifurcating jets with eddies in sidewall 
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models (Figures 4i-l). Figure 4 shows that penetrating bifurcation jets are observed in 
smaller HA/WA in symmetric and all sidewall aneurysms where formation of eddies occur 
in all symmetric models but not in sidewall models. 
Figure 5 shows the WSS and velocity distribution in symmetric (Figures 5a-h) 
and sidewall (Figures 5i-p) aneurysm models. The areas with lower WSS magnitude 
appear in red. Larger areas of low WSS are observed in models with larger HA/WA. 
Areas of low WSS are smaller for similar geometry and Re in sidewall models compared 
to the symmetric cases. A similar trend is seen in the velocity distribution. We observe 
larger areas with low velocity magnitude in aneurysms with larger HA/WA.  Sidewall 
models show higher magnitude of velocity for the aneurysms with similar Re and HA/WA. 
Idealized models of aneurysm with pulsatile flow through arteries 
The impact of flow pulsatility on hemodynamic characteristics was examined by 
applying the time-dependent physiological waveform at the inlet of the parent artery in 
3D idealized geometries.27 The streamlines, WSS distribution, and velocity distribution 
are demonstrated in Suppl. Figure S4a-d.  Comparing Suppl. Figure S4 with Figures 4e-
f and Figures 5e-f (steady flow distribution in similar geometries) reveals that our results 
with steady flow are in reliable agreement with the pulsatile results. The Re values 
applied in 3D models with steady flow are 150 and 300 while a typical physiological Re 
in basilar arteries is approximately 280.24 
Realistic models of aneurysm with pulsatile flow through arteries 
We investigated flow patterns in two different patient-specific aneurysm 
geometries in the basilar artery. Pulsatile flow was applied at the inlet of the parent 
artery. Figure 6 shows the hemodynamic behavior at systole and diastole for two 
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models at two different stages of aneurysm growth. The left panels in Figure 6 illustrate 
the streamlines of the front and side views for both models. Penetrating bifurcating jets 
(front view) with eddies (side view) are observed in both models at systole and diastole. 
Figures 6d, h, l, p demonstrates the WSS over the surface of both cases while Figures 
6c, g, k, o shows the velocity distribution over the surface of both realistic models. The 
blebs observed in model 2 experience low WSS even at systole. Model 1 also has 
areas (small blebs) with low WSS, where model 1 represents a larger-sized aneurysm. 
The areas with low WSS occupy a larger part of the aneurysm in both models, and this 
is better visualized at systole (Figures 6d, l). A similar trend is observed for the velocity 
distribution (Figures 6c, k). Areas with low WSS magnitude and low velocity magnitudes 
vary between systole and diastole. Low WSS has been suggested as a reliable indicator 
of aneurysm rupture.5 Zhang Y et al. also reported that larger areas of low WSS might 
indicate a higher risk for aneurysm rupture.6   
 
Wall shear stress analysis 
2D Models 
 The 2D WSS profile and corresponding streamlines are shown in Figure 7ai for 
HA/WA=1.75, Re=400, and WN/WP=1 in a centered aneurysm model.  It is convenient to 
present these results by reporting the arc length ratio, by which we denote the fraction 
of the arc length that experienced low shear stress (< 0.01 N/m2).  The results utilize an 
arc length which is non-dimensionalized by the parent vessel width. As HA/WA 
increased, the fraction of the aneurysm arc length that experienced low WSS (<0.01 
N/m2) increased (Figure 7aii).  The magnitude of the WSS increased with Re and HA/WA 
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despite affecting a smaller area.  The maximum WSS reached approximately 2 N/m2 
and 23 N/m2 at Re=100 and 400, respectively, for HA/WA=1.75.  For constant geometry, 
the arc length ratio with low WSS decreased with increasing Re (Figure 7aii). 
For offset aneurysms, the WSS profiles were asymmetric. Figure 7bi illustrates 
the WSS profile and streamlines for HA/WA=1.75, Re=400, and WN/WP=1.  The WSS 
was high where the flow impinged upon the aneurysm and decreased significantly along 
the wall.  The maximum WSS for offset aneurysms reached approximately 4.5 N/m2 and 
40 N/m2 at Re=100 and 400, respectively, for HA/WA=1.75, but the increase in low WSS 
along the aneurysm wall was still apparent as HA/WA increased (Figure 7bii).  We did 
not observe a significant difference in the arc length ratio of low WSS at Re=100 and 
400 for HA/WA=0.5, 1, or 1.75.  For HA/WA=0.5, the WSS remained above 0.01 N/m
2.  
Similarly, sidewall aneurysm WSS profiles were asymmetric but had magnitudes greater 
than 0.01 N/m2 for the conditions tested (Re=100, 400 and HA/WA=0.5, 1, and 1.75). 
The maximum WSS for sidewall aneurysms reached approximately 9 N/m2 and 40 N/m2 
at Re=100 and 400, respectively, for HA/WA=1.75. 
3D idealized and realistic models 
The magnitude of WSS of aneurysm models with different morphological 
parameters and Re and Wo were quantified.  In-house MATLAB codes (Matlab R2016a, 
The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA) were used to calculate the histograms of WSS for all 
aneurysm models. Figures 8a-c demonstrate the histograms for 3D idealized and 
realistic models. Figure 8a shows the quantification of WSS magnitude for four 
symmetric aneurysms, and Figure 8b presents the WSS quantification for four sidewall 
aneurysms. Figure 8c demonstrates the WSS quantification for two realistic aneurysm 
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models at systole and diastole. The magnitude of WSS is significantly affected by the 
size of aneurysm, aneurysm neck diameter, Re, and Wo. Areas of low WSS are larger 
for symmetric aneurysms than sidewall ones. As the HA/WA increases, areas of low 
WSS also increase in symmetric and sidewall cases. The distribution of areas with low 
WSS is uniform in realistic models and have the same values at systole and diastole. 
Model 2 has larger areas of low WSS. 
 
Discussion 
Previous studies that investigated aneurysm rupture have implicated aneurysm 
geometry and the perianeurysmal environment in combination with the hemodynamic 
environment as the determinants for aneurysm rupture. This study has systematically 
examined the hemodynamic and WSS profiles of clinically relevant and idealized 
aneurysm geometries for a range of physiological Re to establish accurate criteria to 
predict the risk of aneurysm rupture. We have analyzed how changes in geometry, Re, 
and Wo alter hemodynamic profiles in idealized and physiological aneurysm geometries 
and have identified transition boundaries where the flow patterns change categorically. 
Knowledge about the basic flow characterizations may facilitate our understanding of 
how the hemodynamic landscape and WSS affect complex biological 
processes.13,16,28,29 Aneurysm growth and rupture most likely result from a combination 
of physical and biological phenomena. For example, changes in flow and WSS have 
been shown to regulate endothelial gene expression.30,31 Our systematic mapping and 
non-dimensional analysis of flow patterns as a function of Re, geometric shape factors, 
and aneurysm location identify qualitatively the hemodynamic conditions that may 
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predispose aneurysms to rupture. Qualitative identification of such hemodynamic shifts 
may be used to set the framework for understanding flow regimes that can inform the 
basis for more accurate and quantitative patient-specific analyses as we have shown. 
Although we do not expect an exact match between idealized 2D and 3D 
simulations, we have demonstrated that there are similarities between 2D and 3D 
simulations (Figures 3, 4). For example, symmetric aneurysms show significant overlap 
between the two cases: we observe asymmetric bifurcating jets with eddies (Figures 4a, 
e) and asymmetric bifurcating jets (Figures 4c, g) across geometric parameters and Re. 
However, Figure 4h reveals eddies that were not seen in 2D simulations. The 
discrepancy in streamlines highlights the impact of aneurysm morphology and 
magnitude of Re on hemodynamic characteristics. Sidewall aneurysm flow patterns in 
3D also overlap with 2D simulations: 2D flow maps predict asymmetric eddies (Figure 
4i) and asymmetric layered eddies (Figures 4j, l). Although asymmetric layered eddies 
are predicted in 2D simulations, we see only eddies in sidewall aneurysms with 
HA/WA=1.75, WN/WP=1.5, Re=300 (Figure 4k). Despite this difference, we have shown 
that the 2D and 3D simulations agree to a great extent. In addition, flow patterns similar 
to those in our analyses have been reported in the literature.32 For example, Utter and 
Rossmann show penetrating bifurcating jets with eddies in their analysis of centered 
aneurysms with HA/WA=1 and WN/WP=1, while Hoi et al. found asymmetric eddies in 
their evaluation of the hemodynamics in sidewall aneurysms with HA/WA=1, WN/WP=2.5, 
and Re=136.9,33 Thus, we find qualitative agreement between our analysis and other 
reports.  
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We began with 2D simulations to determine the feasibility of our flow map 
analysis. While these have limited clinical applicability, we used these initial results to 
build more relevant 3D models. We transitioned from using COMSOL for FEM to 
HARVEY to implement the LBM due to the increase in computing power and the 
improvement in accuracy in 3D complex geometries, particularly patient-specific 
cases.18 FEM and LBM approaches have been compared in previous studies.34-36 When 
simulating systolic blood flow in the abdominal aorta and mesenteric artery using both 
FEM and LBM, it was found that the LBM is as accurate as FEM for solving complex 
blood flows.35 In addition, a study assessed both methods when simulating flow in 2D 
and 3D simplified intracranial aneurysm models, and flow and vorticity were in good 
agreement between the two methods.36 LBM was found to have improved cost per time 
step, code implementation, and parallelization. The wall shear stress in the human 
abdominal aorta has also been computed by the LBM, a standard finite volume solver, 
and experimental data available in the literature, and the three methods were 
comparable.37 Chapman-Enskog analysis furthermore showed that LBM reproduces the 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.38,39 Therefore, using the LBM is appropriate 
for high resolution 3D simulations. 
We have identified common flow patterns and transition boundaries for a broad 
range of aneurysms. Several aneurysm geometries have flow patterns that are 
independent of changes in Re. Consequently, changes in flow velocity or viscosity do 
not qualitatively affect hemodynamics. For example, Perktold et al. found that altering 
Re from 150 to 250 does not significantly affect the flow pattern of penetrating 
bifurcating jets for offset aneurysms with HA/WA=1 and WN/WP=0.825.
14 These flow 
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patterns correspond to our flow map in Suppl. Figure S3c.  However, in some instances, 
small changes in Re or geometric shape factors can alter the flow profile.  For example, 
Hoi et al. showed that the impingement area increased significantly as the curvature of 
the parent artery increased for sidewall aneurysms with HA/WA=1, WN/WP=2.5 and 
Re=136, causing the flow patterns to change from eddies to penetrating jets with 
eddies.33 Our mapping of the hemodynamic landscape identifies relationships between 
aneurysm geometry and flow characteristics. 
Aneurysm location, geometry, and Re dictate the presence of transition 
boundaries between distinct flow profiles. Figure 5 and Suppl. Figure S4 show that 
distributions of WSS and velocity are significantly associated with aneurysm 
morphology, location, Wo, and Re. Moreover, our results show that the size of low WSS 
areas are directly linked to aneurysm geometry. We observe larger areas of low WSS in 
aneurysms with larger HA/WA, shown in Figure 7 for 2D centered aneurysms and in 
Figures 8a-b for 3D models. The same trend was reported by Fan et al., where it was 
concluded that higher aspect ratio and low WSS areas are reliable indicators of 
aneurysm rupture.5 Zhang et al. also reported that larger size and more areas of low 
WSS might indicate a higher risk for aneurysm rupture.6 The comparison of Suppl. 
Figure S4 and Figure 5 reveals that the assumption of steady flow is appropriate for 
idealized 2D and 3D geometries as the results did not change at different cardiac time 
points. 
The WSS and velocity distribution for realistic models at systole and diastole are 
shown in Figure 6. Irregularities in the geometry of models 1 and 2 lead to varying 
hemodynamic characteristics and different Wo as compared to the idealized models.16 
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The blebs and sharp areas of the aneurysms experience lower WSS and velocity 
magnitudes. Irregular aneurysm shape has also been reported as an indicator for a 
higher rupture risk along with high aspect ratio and greater areas of low WSS area.5,6 
Asgharzadeh and Borazjani reported that high values of Wo affect the hemodynamics of 
aneurysms and may be used to predict the probability of aneurysm rupture.16 Our 
results are in agreement with those findings as our model 2 (Wo=7.15), where we see 
greater areas of low WSS, has a higher Wo than model 1 (Wo=5). 
Several studies disagree about how the magnitude of WSS relates to aneurysm 
growth and rupture. In a computational study that modeled patient aneurysms, it was 
found that the areas of highest WSS were near the neck of the aneurysm while the 
shear stress significantly decreased in the aneurysm dome area.29 They concluded that 
low WSS along the aneurysm wall may facilitate aneurysm growth and rupture while 
high WSS contributes to the initial development of an aneurysm. In addition, low WSS 
along the aneurysm wall has been found to correlate to aneurysm growth and rupture in 
two independent, patient-specific computational studies.40,41 In contrast, some studies 
have linked high WSS to aneurysm progression.33,42,43 Our analysis shows that the 
appearance of eddies, which correlates to an increase in HA/WA, is accompanied by an 
increase in areas of low WSS along the aneurysm boundary (Figures 3, 7). This result 
could be associated with the finding that increases in HA/WA are associated with 
increased rupture.44 However, it is also possible that changes in the magnitude of WSS 
along the aneurysm wall contribute to growth and rupture.  Nonetheless, WSS appears 
to play a critical role in predicting aneurysm wall remodeling and rupture. 
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We have categorized flow patterns based on geometry and flow characteristics. 
Our assumptions allowed us to perform simulations that identify macroscopic flow 
features and transition boundaries that correlate with patient-specific aneurysms. Our 
focus in this study is on the systematic organization of hemodynamic patterns into “flow 
maps” that categorize qualitatively distinct flow features and transition boundaries.  In 
this approach, we believe the assumptions made are reasonable to describe the 
qualitative features of flow. Vessel elasticity has not been shown to significantly alter 
flow patterns or the average velocity within aneurysm geometries.13,14,28 It is not our 
position that these simulations mimic clinical aneurysms exactly but that analysis of 
aneurysm shape factors and flow conditions in a systematic fashion that can be used to 
recognize common hemodynamic patterns and transition boundaries. Our non-
dimensional analysis may be broadly applied to a wide range of patient-specific 
aneurysms.  Our findings indicate an increase in eddies for bifurcating vessels and 
layered eddies for sidewall vessels for increasing HA/WA and WN/WP. We demonstrate 
that small changes in aneurysm geometry or Re can result in distinct changes in the 
hemodynamic and WSS profiles.  This may correlate with changes in cellular function 
that affect vascular biology and structure leading to aneurysm growth and rupture. 
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Tables 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1. Aneurysm Dimensions used in Simulations 
HA/WA 
Height 
(mm) 
Width 
(mm) 
 0.5 1 
 0.5 1 2 
  2 4 
  3 6 
 1 1 
1  2 2 
  4 4 
  6 6 
 1.25 1 
1.25  2.5 2 
  5 4 
  7.5 6 
 1.5 1 
1.5  3 2 
  6 4 
  9 6 
 1.75 1 
1.75  3.5 2 
  7 4 
  10.5 6 
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Figure Legends 
FIGURE 1. Definition of parameters used in simulations. (a) CTA images of patient 
aneurysms. i) Model 1. ii) Model 2. (b) 2D centered aneurysm model. The height 
(HA) and width (WA) of the aneurysm are indicated by solid vertical and horizontal 
lines, respectively. The width of the neck (WN) and parent vessel (WP) are shown, 
respectively, by a dashed horizontal line and arrows. (c) Representative offset 
aneurysm. (d) Representative sidewall aneurysm. (e) Typical mesh used to 
resolve the aneurysm geometries. 
 
FIGURE 2. Representative streamline patterns. (a) 2D Symmetric flow streamlines. i) 
Eddies (Re=0.5, HA/WA=1, WN/WP=0.25).  ii) Penetrating bifurcating jets 
(Re=500, HA/WA=0.5, WN/WP=0.5).  iii) Penetrating bifurcating jets with eddies 
(Re=200, HA/WA=1.5, WN/WP=0.4). (b) Asymmetric flow streamlines. i) 
Asymmetric eddies (Re=1, HA/WA=1.75, WN/WP=0.2). ii) Penetrating bifurcating 
jets (Re=500, HA/WA=1.5, WN/WP=1). iii) Penetrating bifurcating jets with eddies 
(Re=150, HA/WA=1.75, WN/WP=1.5). (c) Characteristic asymmetric flows in 
sidewall aneurysms: i) Penetrating jets with eddies (Re=5, HA/WA=1, 
WN/WP=1.5). ii) Eddies (Re=300, HA/WA=1, WN/WP=1.5). iii) Layered eddies 
(Re=500, HA/WA=1.5, WN/WP=0.5). 
 
FIGURE 3. Qualitative mapping of 2D flow patterns. Flow pattern maps for (a) center 
terminated and (b) sidewall aneurysms for HA/WA=1 in terms of various Reynolds 
numbers (Re) and neck to parent width (WN/WP) ratios. Dashed lines indicate 
physiological Re. Arrows specify flow direction. 
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FIGURE 4. Streamlines developed in 3D idealized aneurysm models. (a) Front and 
(b) side view of a symmetric aneurysm (HA/WA=1, WN/WP=0.25, Re=300). (c) 
Front and (d) side view of a symmetric aneurysm (HA/WA=1.5, WN/WP=1, 
Re=300). (e) Front and (f) side view of a symmetric aneurysm (HA/WA =1.75, 
WN/WP=1.5, Re=300). (g) Front and (h) side view of a symmetric aneurysm 
(HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1, Re=150. Front view of a sidewall aneurysms: (i) HA/WA 
=1, WN/WP=0.25, Re=300. (j) HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1, Re=300. (k) HA/WA =1.75, 
WN/WP=1.5, Re=300. (l) HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1, Re=150. A color code is shown 
indicating the magnitude of velocity in units m/s. 
 
FIGURE 5. WSS and velocity distribution over the aneurysm surface in 3D 
idealized models. Symmetric aneurysms: (a, b) Re=300, HA/WA =1, 
WN/WP=0.25. (c, d) Re=300, HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1. (e, f) Re=300, HA/WA =1.75, 
WN/WP=1.5. (g, h) Re=150, HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1. Sidewall aneurysms: (i, j) 
Re=300, HA/WA =1, WN/WP=0.25. (k, l) Re=300, HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1. (m, n) 
Re=300, HA/WA =1.75, WN/WP=1.5. (o, p) Re=150, HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1, 
Re=150. A color code is shown indicating the magnitude of WSS in units Pa and 
velocity in units m/s. 
 
FIGURE 6. Hemodynamic characteristics of 3D physiological aneurysms at 
systole and diastole. (a) Front and (b) side view of streamlines within the 
aneurysm at systole, model 1. (c) WSS and (d) velocity distribution over the 
aneurysm surface at systole, model 1. (e) Front and (f) side view of streamlines 
within the aneurysm at diastole, model 1. (g) WSS and (h) velocity distribution 
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over the aneurysm surface at diastole, model 1. (i) Front and (j) side view of 
streamline inside the aneurysm at systole, model 2. (k) WSS and (l) velocity 
distribution over the surface of aneurysm at systole time point, model 2. (m) 
Front and (n) side view in streamline inside the aneurysm at diastole time point, 
model 2. (o) WSS and (p) velocity distribution over the aneurysm surface at 
diastole, model 2. A color code is shown indicating the magnitude of WSS in 
units Pa and velocity in units m/s. 
 
FIGURE 7.  2D wall shear stress analysis. (a) Centered aneurysms: i) Streamlines 
and shear stress profile for HA/WA=1.75 at Re=400 and WN/WP=1. ii) Aneurysm 
arc length ratio with low shear stress along aneurysm wall. (b) Offset aneurysms: 
i) Streamlines and shear stress profile for HA/WA=1.75 at Re=400 and WN/WP=1. 
ii) Aneurysm arc length ratio with low shear stress along aneurysm wall. 
 
FIGURE 8.  Histogram of wall shear stress for 3D models. (a) Symmetric aneurysm 
WSS profiles: HA/WA=1, WN/WP=0.25, Re=300 (black); HA/WA=1.5, WN/WP=1, 
Re=300 (blue); HA/WA =1.75, WN/WP=1.5, Re=300 (red); HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1, 
Re=150 (grey). (b) Sidewall aneurysm WSS profiles: HA/WA =1, WN/WP=0.25, 
Re=300 (black); HA/WA=1.5, WN/WP=1, Re=300 (blue); HA/WA =1.75, WN/WP=1.5, 
Re=300 (red); HA/WA =1.5, WN/WP=1, Re=150 (grey). (c) Pulsatile analysis 
showing model 1 at diastole (black) and systole (blue) and model 2 at diastole 
(red) and systole (grey). 
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